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‘Le Cézanne de la fausse monnaie’

CZESLAW BOJARSKI MUST BE CONSIDERED AS A
living paradox, an exception in history of money counter-
feiting. During the early ’60s this man -- who lived in a rela-
tively modest house of Montgeron, a small town of the sub-

urbs of Paris, France -- counterfeited the banknotes of the Banque de
France with a quality approaching that of a state-financed clandestine
organization.  Czeslaw Bojarski is the rare sort of person who scares
central banks.  As an exceptionally gifted jack- of-all-trades, in the
flattering sense of the colloquialism, he mastered all techniques
required to engrave and print a modern banknote. To this, we may add
that he possessed an outstanding talent as artist. 

As unusual as it may be, he was an outstanding counterfeiter with modest
ambitions, but this is precisely the peculiar side of his personality that allowed him
to remain out of the hands of the French police for several decades.  When he was
finally arrested, Bojarski made all the front pages of the French press, in which he
was introduced as a living phenomenon of a sort.  Today he is still held up by spe-
cialized police investigators worldwide as a reference indicating what the best coun-
terfeited banknote can ever be. To date, no counterfeiter acting alone, and no crimi-
nal organization ever succeeded at counterfeiting a banknote as Czeslaw Bojarski
did.

The Post Office of rue Turgot
In late September 1963, a man came into the hall of the Post Office located

rue Turgot, in the 9th arrondissement of Paris.  He asked for a clerk in order to buy
treasury bonds.  The clerk knew him because he was a regular customer there.  The
man bought small quantities of treasury bonds, now and then, and he was a rather
pleasant and polite person.  The man was about 5’ 9” tall, which put him in the cate-
gory of rather tall Frenchmen, at a time when people reaching 6’ are uncommon.
He was blond and his eyes had the color and quality of pale blue ice, but there is a
great deal of kindness and sympathy on this round shaped face with a thin wet
mouth.  The man seems to be on his mid-30s, possibly, and he rolled his r’s slightly
in the Slavic manner when talking, a detail that added a note of additional charm in
the eyes of the clerk who happened to be a female. Moreover, he was a well-off per-
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son, suggested by the quality of his good-looking, but sober, clothes, that he was
wearing when buying treasury bonds. The man smiled pleasantly.  There was
something akin to a lack of concern in his attitude, as he held ten  100
Nouveaux Francs  bills out to the clerk.  The clerk too adopted a similar smile,
and handed over a corresponding value in treasury bonds to him in return.

In the very early days of October, in the large technical premises of the
Banque de France, the French central bank, an employee collected the bag of
banknotes discarded by the automatic sorting machine there.  Those big and
very sophisticated machines count and discard the banknotes arriving from bank
agencies and Post Offices. The most damaged banknotes, and those
that are regarded as suspicious, are electro-optically detected
and automatically brushed aside. Then they land on a canvas
bag in which they pile up. A specialized employee is tasked
to manually check the discarded banknotes.  He is the
man who has to determine whether a clean banknote
has been rightfully discarded or not.  An overwhelm-
ing part of what is found in one of those bags is made
of much worn or partially torn bills.  Among the few
others — when it happens that some of those are
found — they are just plain fakes. Because this hap-
pens now and then, it justifies the existing of the big
and sophisticated sorting machines. 

As a qualified expert, the employee spotted
ten banknotes in very good condition. It seemed to
him that a pattern of a sort characterized these 10
banknotes that share in common an identical condi-
tion overall.  Surprised, he goes off in an in-depth
analysis of this small batch of banknotes.  The paper
aroused his suspicion first; it seems to be perfectly similar
to that of an authentic banknote, but it was almost imper-
ceptibly thinner.  Then the man took a careful look at the
watermark.  Fakes done with a real watermark are extremely rare
birds and so checking this detail first allows for quickly identifying most coun-
terfeited banknotes.  But all of these strange ones have apparently real water-
marks.  However, when compared with those the machine did not discard, it is
possible to spot some discrepancies in the sketch of the watermark — this one
seems to be rougher and a little bit larger, and it is more difficult to recognize
the head of the emperor Napoléon Bonaparte, which is easy to identify on any
authentic 100 NF (Nouveaux Francs) Bonaparte banknote.  Initial doubt leaves
room for certainty, then — it is a fake of a quality that this employee had not
seen except on some rare occasions. 

The finder of this peculiar discovery immediately called the manager of
the Caisse Générale (Chief Cashier) in charge of detecting and preventing
counterfeiting of money by constantly improving the design and characteristics
of the French currencies.  The manager spent hours looking for security marks
expected to be found on an authentic banknote. Those marks are secret and they
relate mainly to engraving and printing faults purposefully done. As he suspect-
ed it, the manager noticed the absence of several of those marks and he spotted
several implausibilities in the engraving on the 10 banknotes discarded by the
sorting machine. One strand of hair on the head of Napoleon was slightly
longer on the dubious banknotes.  Also, a petal was missing on a flower on the
upper left corner of the verso. The red color of the collar of the jacket
Bonaparte wears was slightly brighter. The black ink was correctly printed in
intaglio, as is the case with an authentic banknote, but it had visibly been done
with a printing press of a lesser strength, a detail one can feel on touch under a
finger. The black ink seemed to be less saturated than the Banque de France’s. 

The early career of
Czeslaw Bojarski

Before he began to engrave and
print bogus banknotes, Czeslaw
Bojarski began by forging gas coupons

in the immediate aftermath of
WWII. Bojarski began his

career as a money coun-
terfeiter in 1950, when

he engraved and
printed his own
1,000 Francs
known as “1945
blue Hercules”
type banknotes.
He said that
the quality of
those first ban-
knotes only

remotely
equaled his 100

NF Bonaparte-
type, with their

major flaw being that
they all bore the same

serial number.  He took it for
granted that he would be arrested

sooner or later by the gendarmerie for
it. When nothing happened, he consid-
ered it as an incentive of a sort.  But
that is not the opinion of the experts of
the Banque de France, who had spot-
ted those counterfeited 1,000 Francs
Hercules-type.  They felt deeply con-
cerned by their quality.  By 1954, the
Banque de France had retrieved about
1,500 Bojarski-made Hercules-type
bank-notes a month, a monthly quanti-
ty that was a peak in the Bojarski pro-
duction.  The quantity of those fakes
collected by authorities steadily
decreased until a definitive end in
1958, when Bojarski began to produce
a very good copy of 5,000 Francs
“terre et mer” type banknotes.  The
Banque de France spotted these coun-
terfeited banknotes in many parts of
France. 
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However, the engraving and the paper are of such an ominous quality that had been only exceptionally seen
on counterfeited banknotes that the manager has observed during the whole of his professional experience.  The
batch of counterfeited banknotes was now on display on the desk of the thoughtful manager.  It was not the first
time he had seen counterfeited banknotes of this outstanding quality.  He formerly had seen some fakes like these
now and then, but not ten in a same bag!  If such an event happened repeatedly, then it would mean that the French
economy was threatened by an inflationary risk.  A 100 NF banknote was a big one at the time, since the minimum
wage in France at this time was approximaely 160 Nouveaux Francs.

The chief inspector reported it to the police officers of the Office de Répression du Faux Monnayage de la
Sureté Nationale (O.R.F.M.), then a French equivalent of the U.S. Secret Service, except for insuring the safety of
the President which is an all-American particularity.  For obvious reasons, it is part of his duty to remain perma-
nently in touch with this special branch of the French police, whose men are knowledgeable persons on the subjects
of printing, engraving and paper manufacturing.  Until then, the investigations undertaken by the O.R.F.M. about
those few banknotes of outstanding quality led nowhere, but there was something new now because the Banque de
France knew where these ten banknotes came from.  They were part of a specific lot before they were submitted to
the sorting machine.  They came from a lot stamped “Rue Turgot Post Office – 9th Arrondissement – Paris.”

Police Superintendant Emile Benhamou, then chief of the O.R.F.M., foresaw a possible lead to be found
from this discovery.  He sent two of his men to the Post Office of rue Turgot.  There the stroke of luck they des-
perately craved for materialized.  One of the female employees of the Post Office remembered perfectly one of her
customers who had handed over to her ten 100 NF bills at about the same time the employee of the Banque de
France found them. She told the two police officers :

“He is a gentleman I have seen at the end of September.  He changed his batch of 100 NF bills
against 1.000 Francs of value in treasury bonds. I remember him because he often comes to buy treasury
bonds, but he used to pay for them with smaller notes until that day.”

This very useful piece of information left room for some expectation that the the man would return to buy
more treasury bonds. Police Superintendant Emile Benhamou gave orders to his men to establish a permanent
undercover surveillance in the Post Office of rue Turgot.  Benhamou was familiar with the habits of gangs of
money counterfeiters.  He had solved several difficult cases before, and he enjoyed a well established reputation as
an outstanding investigator.

Benhamou was born in 1918 in Algeria.  He came to France soon after he left the College of Tlemcen, in
Algeria.  Benhamou was admitted in the Sûreté Nationale, then the French National Police during the early days of
the aftermath of WWII.  In 1946 his new career got a boost when he was awarded the rank of Police Chief of a spe-
cial service in charge of foreign money smuggling and gold trafficking.  A few years later, he was named Police
Chief of a newly created service tasked to fight money counterfeiting.   By the time the Banque de France reported
these ten very special counterfeited banknotes, Emile Benhamou had dismantled 26 clandestine printing factories.
He had recently been named Government Auditor at the headquarters of Interpol-I.C.P.O.  Benhamou was experi-
enced giving speeches on money counterfeiting during professional conferences abroad, in Mexico and Rio de
Janeiro especially.  He was in frequent touch with the F.B.I. in Washington, and he had been awarded several for-
eign distinctions for his previous assistance and foreign service.  Benhamou had been personally recognized by
General Dwight D. Eisenhower, then Commander-in-Chief of the N.A.T.O. forces, after he solved a case of coun-
terfeited U.S. currency.  Also, Benhamou had just solved the Sabajou affair, the unusual case of a French coin coun-
terfeiter who had produced for more than 520 million Francs in counterfeited one-Franc coins (La Semeuse type)
during the course of several years, alone in the hut of his vegetable garden (Juan Sabajou was arrested in October
1963).

Benhamou had physical features that impressed upon people.  He was tall and sturdy and even fat.  He had
a short-haired bulldog-like face with an incipient baldness that could suggest certain resemblance to J. Edgar
Hoover’s, the famous and long-lasting Director of the F.B.I.  He was always seconded by Mr. Ducassou, his person-
al assistant, a wiry man nearing his fifties with a triangular and bony face from which protruded an aquiline nose
supporting thin wire-framed eyeglasses.  Overall, the physical features and style of Mr. Ducassou was a caricature of
the typical French fussy and unbending official of his time. Ducassou was the antithesis of Benhamou, who used to
talk a lot and loud and was quite a hedonist.

Several long weeks went by until the expected event happened at last.
One morning, the tall and young blond man with a Slavic accent came into the Post Office of rue Turgot

to buy some treasury bonds once again.  And again, he paid for his purchase with the same kind of 100 NF
Bonaparte banknotes in the same amount.  However, the plain clothes police officers did not question him, but
remained at a distance. Benhamou had expressively ordered them not to arrest him and to remain as discreet as pos-
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sible. He ordered: 

“I am not interested in catching a second-rate folk. I want the whole gang, from bottom to top.”

The ten banknotes the tall blond man handed over to the female clerk were as bogus as those the Bank of
France had spotted some days earlier.  In spite of the instructions the police officers gave her, the clerk could hardly
suppress a need to observe more attentively her peculiar customer.  Even then, she noticed no more sign of concern
in his attitude.  As soon as he left the Post Office, the police tailed him.

After shopping for most of the rest of the day, the tall man headed for what seemed to be his home, an
apartment in a building located 4 Place de la Porte Champerret, in Paris.  Further investigations confirm that he
indeed lived at this address.  The investigators sent out by Benhamou undertook to learn more about this man. It
was learned that this man is Mr. Alexis Chouvaloff, a Russian-born French immigrant aged 36, who was married to
a handsome woman with a baby due sometime soon.  Alexis Chouvaloff worked as car salesman.  He seemed to lead
an ordinary life, but for a sudden and striking improvement of his lifestyle that had occurred recently.  He had just
bought the opulent and large one-room apartment where his wife and he now lived. The young couple did not
receive many visitors, except for frequent meetings with an older man of medium height.

Benhamou’s crew quickly investigated this other man, who was a bit too assiduous in his relationship with
Chouvaloff, obviously.  It turned out that this second man was a polish refugee named Antoine Dowgierd.  Aged 47
and married, this new suspect appeared to be an honorable person, who worked as translator specializing in techni-
cal Polish-French translations for the Délégation à la Recherche Scientifique (Delegation for Scientific Researches),
located 15 rue de Provence, 9th arrondissement, at  Paris.  The Délégation à la Recherche Scientifique was a state-
run science agency.  Antoine Dowgierd resided in a large apartment located 21bis rue Soyer, at Neuilly-sur-Seine, a
town in the nearby suburbs of the western sector of Paris.  This was a reputedly expensive area essentially inhabited
by members of the French affluent society. 

The men of the O.R.F.M. leared that Mrs. Dowgierd was also the sister of Alexis Chouvaloff’s wife.  At
first, this latest discovery disappointed them because it provided an obvious and natural justification to this close
relationship between Dowgierd and Chouvaloff.  They were brothers-in-law.  However, they found an interesting
pattern when they came to realize that, like Chouvaloff, Antoine Dowgierd enjoyed a lifestyle that did not quite
match his income. Exactly as Chouvaloff did, Dowgierd seemed to yield to reckless spending absolutely incommen-
surate with his true financial possibilities.  He did all this with certain lack of concern.  That is why Police
Superintendant Benhamou ordered his men to put Dowgierd under close surveillance too.  From then on, the men
of the O.R.F.M. quickly learned that Dowgierd paid for all his purchases with the same counterfeited 100 NF
Napoleon-type banknotes.

In the three months since the men of the O.R.F.M. spotted Chouvaloff at the Post Office of rue Turgot,
nothing new was observed in the life of the two suspects.  However, in the late morning of January 17, 1964, at
11:55 a.m., Chouvaloff came to see his brother-in-law at his workplace, 15 rue de Provence. The meeting between
the two men did not last longer than five minutes because Chouvaloff appeared again in the street with a brown
leather briefcase under his arm.  This was the opportunity the plain clothes police officers choose to arrest
Chouvaloff, and it paid off.  The briefcase Dowgierd gave to Chouvaloff was stuffed with two treasury bonds and a
hundred counterfeited 100 NF banknotes. Chouvaloff confessed spontaneously to the bemused police officers who
did not even have the time to question him.  According to Chouvaloff:

“It’s all the fault of Antoine Dowgierd, my brother-in-law, who drew me into doing this business.
He knows someone who prints those banknotes. We buy it for 62.50 Francs [for] a 100 Nouveau Francs
banknote, but the man wants to be paid in treasury bonds or in gold exclusively, because he doesn’t trust
banknotes!”

The police officers did not need to know more to proceed to arrest Antoine Dowgierd.  Once in the offices
of the O.R.F.M., Chouvaloff told them about a man named Czeslaw Bojarski, who lived in a house located 33
avenue de Sénart, at Montgeron, in the department of Seine-et-Oise, about 25 miles south from Paris.  He was the
man who printed those banknotes, according to Dowgierd.  Police Superintendant Benhamou decided to immedi-
ately arrest this man named Bojarski.  “Beware! Bojarski is armed and determined to defend his liberty.  If ever he
sees you first, he will not hesitate to shoot on you!” Chouvaloff said to Benhamou.  

The arrest of Bojarski
At about 4:00 p.m. that very same day of the arrest of Chouvaloff and Dowgierd, the Police Superintendant

and his men parked their cars about 200 yards from the house of Bojarski.  Chouvaloff’s warning had not been taken
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lightly.  In order to avoid an always possible gunfire, Benhamou decided to wait
for Bojarski to go outside so as to collar him while he was in the street.

At 5:30 p.m. a man came out of the house. The physical description of
Bojarski given by Chouvaloff and Dowgierd fit the man’s.  He was undoubtedly
Bojarski, the police concluded.  Three plain clothes police officers got out of their
car and headed calmly toward this well-dressed man in his fifties.  Affecting to
pass as passers-by, they chated casually with each other.  The counterfeiter did
not even pay attention to them, but he looked calm and relaxed.  It was cold out-
side in this late afternoon of January.  The man wore a pair of snow boots of seal
fur that stretched the pants of his expansive charcoal gray suit out of shape.  As
the three police officers arrived in the vicinity of the unconcerned man, they vio-
lently collared him. Bojarski struggled with the three men as best as he could,
until he acknowledged that any further attempts to resist would prove to be of no
avail. 

Police Superintendant Benhamou and his men, who observed the scene
from afar all along, came over in their cars and stepped out.  Bojarski was brought
inside his home in which Benhamou and his men expected to find all needed evi-
dence.  Benhamou was lucky because Bojarski was just back with his wife and his
two kids from a fifteen-day vacation trip to the French mountains.  His green
Citroën DS was parked in front of the garage of the two-floor, modern style
house.  The house was the biggest on the street.  The police officer could not
help but admire and appraise the possible value of the rather luxurious residence.
There was a large yard around the residence with sparse trees carefully cut, which
was surrounded by a clean white painted concrete wall punctuated by a nice por-

Extreme closeup of the telltale water-
mark on the Bojarski fake 100 NF
note.
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tal.  The house had a large balcony with a large picture window at the second
floor of the front side of the house.

As the group was entering inside, a police officer took care to lead
Bojarski’s wife and his two kids away to the living room.  The place was luxuri-
ously furnished. The men invited Bojarski to sit down in the kitchen where he
was going to be interrogated.  Bojarski protested to Benhamou, saying with a
strong Slavic accent, “But, Sir, what are you doing here in my home?”

Benhamou then showed Bojarski a batch of counterfeited 100 NF ban-
knotes.  He explained to Bojarski that his two accomplices had been caught and
confessed everything.  Playing hard-ball with Bojarski, as a way of introduction,
gained Benhamou nothing but a flat answer coming from the mouth of a man
who seemed to be in no way intimidated.  Instead, Bojarski addressed the other
men, who were beginning to search the house already.  They were opening all
drawers and cupboards they could find in the place.  “I am afraid you are wasting
your time, gentlemen; there is nothing to be found in here,” Bojarski said.

Czeslaw Bojarski seemed to be an intelligent man. Aged 57, he was
rather small and slim.  He was 5’3” in height and he looked distinguished.  His
hair was slightly curly, and his jaw was slightly square-shaped. He introduced
himself as a consultant in engineering and as an architect.  Born on November 15
1912, he studied at the Polytechnic Institute of Danzig, Poland, and was a former
officer in the Polish army.  Caught and made war prisoner by the Hungarians
during WWII, he escaped and managed to reach France where he volunteered in
the Polish division. Once the war was over, he settled at Vic-sur-Cère, in the
department of Cantal, a rather poor area in the southern French country. There

Czeslaw Bojarski’s 100 NF notes
earned him the nickname the
“Cezanne of Fake Money.”
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Fake made by Czeslaw Bojarski

Fake made by Czeslaw Bojarski

Authentic Banque de France 100 Nouveau Francs

The head of the water-
mark is bigger on a

Bojarski and the sketch
is rough
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Pictures 1 to 5 of genune bank notes and Bojarski fakes
were shot by the French police between January and June
1964, and were given to French journalists for press
release.  Picture 6 (of a genuine 100 NF) was made by the
author of this article.   These comparison photos show dis-
tinctives between a 100 NF Bojarski banknote and an
authentic 100 NF Bonaparte-type banknote.  (The genuine
note illustrated in Picture 6 belongs to SPMC member
Joseph Boling.) 

6

5

4

Fake made by Czeslaw Bojarski

Authentic Banque de France 100 Nouveau Francs

Authentic Banque de France 100 Nouveau Francs

One petal is missing

Flower with 6 petals

Green leaf above the “1” is incomplete

“100” is closer to
the frame line

Sharper sketch
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he met Suzanne and married.  From their union were
born a boy and a girl, aged 14 and 15 respectively, on
this cold day of January 1964.  

Bojarski told Benhamou that he made his
house, which had been built according to his own blue-
print, for 540,000 Francs, a sum of money his parents-
in-law gave him.  He displayed self-confidence, and he
was even mocking in the face of the police officers who
were searching his house in vain.  One of the investiga-
tors in charge of the search found 690,000 francs in
treasury bonds and plenty of gold coins, but not a single
counterfeited banknote.  Bojarski remained unflinching
and kept up a taunting attitude bordering on anger. 

The police searched the premises for more than
four hours. Each and every piece of furniture therein has
been thoroughly searched again and again.  The men of
the O.R.F.M. probed each and every corner of the
house, and they fathomed each and every wall and floor
— all to no avail. The interrogation of Czeslaw Bojarski
prove to be fruitless too, and the man seemed to slip
gently into a state of contemptuous silence. 

The discovery of the secret laboratory
However, the men of the O.R.F.M. did not

despair. There was a nicely equipped workshop in this

This picture shows some failed banknotes and printing tests Bojarski made of his 100 NF banknote fakes.

Police Superintendant Benhamou and and Mr. Ducassou, his first
assistant, pose for the press at the headquarters of the O.R.F.M.
Two drying trays bearing some 100 NF Bojarski banknotes can be
seen in the foreground.  
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house, but, indeed, no compromising item or even the smallest evidence of any-
thing relating to printing has been found in it.  Bojarski was a very handy man,
not to say a genius of a sort.  He invented a very practical kind of pourer cap and
an electric razor of an unusual sort.  Unfortunately, his inventions were always
discovered and patented by someone else just a few days before he could obtain a
patent for them.  Bojarski remained bitter from those past attempts to make
money by his unusual intelligence.  Achievements of this sort are rarely encoun-
tered in a country where origins and blood are the standards of value.  It was pre-
cisely in this workshop that Bojarski had built his prototypes. So the police offi-
cers hoped they would find something — anything, a piece of paper or an ink blot
that would constitute a lead likely to give some impetus to the investigation one
way or another. They were in dire need of this sort of clue because the interroga-
tion of Czeslaw Bojarski had failed to be as successful as Benhamou expected it
would be.  The man was becoming bolder, even bolder than his interrogators as
time passed by.  They relied heavily on psychologically intimidation upon him for
want of satisfying evidence, and that is why
they had to find something accusing him
unmistakably, by all means. 

One of the police officers
stomped loudly with his heel on the floor
of the workshop, in the hope he would
hear the hollow sound of a trap door, a
hatch or something.  Each time the man
was in the immediate surroundings of a gas
stove of a sort, the floor sounded hollow
indeed.  The floor of the workshop was
covered with several layers of linoleum,
and it would be impossible to detect the
existence of any trap door if ever such a
thing had to be found under it.  The police
officer decided to move this stove from its
place against the wall. There was an elec-
tric box of a sort with a switcher behind
the stove, but there was no electrical
device of any sort hidden there.  Of what
purpose would it be, the policeman won-
dered? 

The police officer pushed the
switcher with the tip of a finger, and he
heard the discreet humming sound of an
electric engine.  Then a rectangular part of
the floor seemed to move upward while at
the same time a triangular shape of electric
light appeared and grew on the floor.  The
light came from under the floor and the
steps of a little stair appeared before the
stunned policeman.  The thick trap door
that rose in the air was about five-feet long
by two-feet wide.  It was covered with the
same kind of linoleum that covered the
whole workshop.  The curiosity of the
police officer was rewarded beyond all his
fanciest expectations.  He had been look-
ing for a small cache in which he might
find a stack of counterfeited banknotes.
Instead he found a secret laboratory
equipped with unusual sorts of devices and

Czeslaw Bojarski poses for the legal
identity service of the Sûreté
Nationale on January 18, 1964, the
morning of the day after he was
arrested. 
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machines.  Two of his colleagues approached him, and the three men witnessed the astounding discovery.  They all
attempted to go down the stair, but it collapsed almost immediately under the weight.  The first man fell down on
the ground of the room, more than six feet below.  The two others had just the time to grab onto the border of the
rectangular hole.  It had been an electrically powered folding stair conceived to bear the weight of one slim man and
no more.  The first of the three investigators was on the floor of the secret room. He hardly could get back to his
feet as he seemed to be hurt, but he shouted to the others:  “It’s okay, we found it, at last. Everything’s here!”

Everything was there, indeed. There were two small printing presses.  One looked rather outdated, and the
other seemed to be a homemade model. Also, there was a centrifuge of a sort which seemed to be homemade too,
and a big glass bonbonne held upside down by some wires held from the ceiling of the room.  Several rubber tubes
came down in an untidy manner from the neck of the bonbonne.  There was an air fan next to the bonbonne on the
right side of it and against the wall.  What attracted the most the attention of the police officer was a work bench set
under the bonbonne, and on which were found a lot of curious small boards nearly square-shaped and covered with
a fibrous-like white matter.  Noticeably, there was a pile of about twenty of those boards each separated by little
round shaped black spacers. The twenty boards and their spacers suggested a twenty-floor building model, a rack
whose real size was approximately three-feet-five inches. On each and every floor of this “building” were carefully
put side by side two rows of four 100 NF Bonaparte-type banknotes. In fact, those floors were drying trays whose
small spacers have been put in between so as to allow the air to freely circulate and to make the drying process easi-
er and faster.  A few other banknotes have been put on identical trays left in a shamble of a sort.  The policeman
calculated that Tthere must be close to two hundred banknotes on those trays; that is to say much more than the
men of the O.R.F.M. needed to arraign Bojarski.

One police officer came into the kitchen with a wad of counterfeited banknotes in his hand.  Bojarski
watched him, but he did not utter a single word. Then his face seemed to relax progressively and slowly and he
addressed Benhamou in a perfectly calm manner after a while.  He acknowledged the whole truth.  He was the man
who organized it all from the inception.  He made those banknotes alone and all by himself.  Chouvaloff and
Dowgierd were nothing but mere customers, and he convinced them to put his forged notes into circulation. Why
had he done it?  Just to enjoy a better life and nothing more; to bring some improvements to the well-being of his
family, without the constraints of a miserable life with a smart but jobless husband and father.  He never wanted to
harm anyone and he despised mobsters, but he could not cope with a life spent among unintelligent coworkers and
friends.  All this will be confirmed by his neighbors. He was a quiet, polite and courteous man who seemed to care a
great deal about his two kids and wife.  It was Bojarski, himself, who drove his kids to school every morning, behind
the wheel of his brand new green Citroën DS, the best French car available on the market at that time. 

The Police Superintendant Benhamou was stunned.  He found it difficult to believe that Bojarski could
make his counterfeited banknotes all by his own:  that he conceived his own paper; engraved his copper printing
plates with the skill of a talented engraver; perfected a watermark for his paper and perfected his own inks; and mas-
tered so well the artificial aging process of his banknotes.  All along the investigation, the Banque de France and
Benhamou expected to face a powerful criminal organization or a foreign country hostile to the French interests;
something like the Operation Bernhard undertaken by the Nazis during WWII.  

Bojarski resigned himself to tell everything, without any omission or misrepresentation of the truth. He
explained how he found the right recipe for his paper, in using a mixture of cigarette paper and tracing paper he dis-
solved in bleach before he refined it in a Kitchen Aid-like mixer of his invention.  He explained that the sheets of
paper he produced where pressed between two plates of grooved wood mounted on a special homemade press with
a rotating plate he invented, to reproduce the same canvas-style pattern texture of the paper of the Banque de
France, and its watermark as well.  He explained how he engraved his copper plates.  He gave all details about the
researches he undertook to obtain the right inks from a mixture of several inks available in stores.  He explained
how he designed and built his own intaglio printing press.  He explained how he made his banknotes appear circu-
lated by putting them mixed with dust collected in churches in an electrically powered rotating cylinder.  He talked
about his endless nights of researches, experiments and failures he experienced until he arrived at the right processes
and formulas.  The he added:

“I knew that most counterfeiters got caught because they were betrayed by the paper they used.
Those folks needed all sorts of accomplices in order to obtain a quality exactly similar to this of the
Banque de France.  That’s where I began to tackle the problem.”

Bojarski printed his banknotes one-by-one on small pieces of home-made paper a bit larger than their actu-
al size. Producing banknotes was for him a demanding and time-consuming task claiming great care and skills.  His
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banknotes were printed in four colors: black, printed one-by-one with a powerful
hydraulic intaglio press he built on his own; and the colors red, yellow and blue
with a small classic intaglio press. As he could not afford to enjoy the possession of
a serial number printing press with rotating wheels, he had engraved a set of
printing plates each engraved with a different number. Overall, the quality of a
100 NF Bonaparte-type banknote produced by Bojarski was slightly superior to
this of the Banque de France itself except for the watermark. 

If Benhamou failed to express any kindness toward the two brothers-in-
law, he could not help not admiring Bojarski to the point of expressing authentic
respect for the man.  Bojarski too was surprised when he learnt that Chouvaloff
paid for his treasury bonds with whole batches of his banknotes.  He had expres-
sively recommended Dowgierd to heavily insist on safety rules. “Never ever make
any payment of any sort with several counterfeited banknotes to a same mer-
chant.” 

Bojarski could not manage to produce his counterfeited banknotes and to
put them into circulation at the same time any longer, and that is why he pro-
posed to his old friend Dowgierd to do it and to make a good living of it.  Bojarski
had done a considerable amount of work and he arrived at an outstanding level of
perfection in succeeding to produce a currency so easily put into circulation.  He
was well aware of this.  That is why he considered that the two-thirds of the face
value of each banknote he printed had to be his rightful reward, that is to say a bit
more than 66 Francs for each and every banknote Dowgierd and Chouvaloff
could put into circulation.  However, Bojarski condescended to take charge of the
“distribution cost,” which roughly amounted to the price of a pack of cigarettes
for a banknote.  That is how Bojarski arrived at this strange price of 62.50 Francs
for a 100 NF banknote.  Some months after Bojarski introduced Dowgierd to his
business, the former asked for permission to introduce his brother-in-law to the
crew.  Dowgierd wanted to help Chouvaloff who was in financial trouble.
Bojarski accepted without any reticence precisely because his problem was to put
into circulation as many banknotes as he was able to produce.  This quantity was
too big for Dowgierd, who had to keep his job as a good cover activity.
Unfortunately for Bojarski, the professional integrity of Chouvaloff was far from
equaling that of Dowgierd the scientist.

The dawn of Bojarski and the rise of Benhamou
This case was the biggest Police Superintendant Benhamou ever solved.

Bojarski and his accomplices were introduced to the public through photographs

Below left:  This picture shows the
electric trapdoor leading to the
underground laboratory as seen from
the floor of a workshop Bojarski set-
tled in the basement of his house. A
part of the stove Bojarski put on it is
visible in the lower left corner.

Below:  This picture shot inside the
underground laboratory of Bojarski
features the folding stair leading to
the worskshop the investigator
searched, a part of the homemade
paper mixer Bojarski designed, on
the right side, and a small intaglio
printing press behind the stair in the
foreground. 
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taken by the legal identity service of the Sûreté Nationale on the morning of the following day.  Then they were
brought to be examined by Mr. Gosset, the examining magistrate of the Court of the Seine.  Nothing new was
expected from this case.  The investigation was quick and it led to the conclusion that Bojarski printed more than 3
million Francs of 100 NF Bonaparte-type banknotes.  The Banque de France, the Ministry of Economy and the
Ministry of Interior (which is the Ministry of Police in France) were informed of the arrest of Bojarski and his
accomplices.  None of those were concerned that counterfeited banknotes would be put into circulation any further.
On June 21, a press conference was held in the building of the O.R.F.M.  Police Superintendant Benhamou man-
aged to prepare a speech rich in details and well-documented with some photos taken by the legal identity service.
The case was reported by the press as one of the biggest affairs of counterfeited banknotes of the century, owing to
the quality of the banknotes thus reproduced, and it remains as such to date.  During his speech, Benhamou said a
remark that did not go unnoticed because it was colored with a note suggesting sincere regret:  “We couldn’t but to
put an end to his traffic; he would have poisoned the Banque de France otherwise.”

Czeslaw Bojarski and Emile Benhamou were of the same kind: two sly men witty and dreadfully intelligent,
two men of about the same age who cared for their families, two men hostile to the methods of the mob and to vio-
lence, two lovers of the pleasures of life.  A whim of fate had made them adversaries, to their deepest regret, doubt-
less.  If Bojarski had had the idea to immigrate to the United States of America, then he would not have become a
counterfeiter, probably.  In France, he was an immigrant born from an ordinary family with no connections.  He
was a nothing by the local unofficial standards, and he never understood that this fact mattered more than intelli-
gence to be a successful person regardless of the sort of genius he could be.  Albert Einstein attempted to refugee in
France, too, and he also experienced the same disappointments until he gave up and emigrated to the United States.

From its side, the Banque de France published a very unusual and unexpected press release:

“It is true that the Banque de France cannot be held as legally responsible with regards to the
holders of counterfeited banknotes, but it has always agreed to insure against risks anyone has been
fooled in good faith and to reimburse them for the fake they have been given in payment for something.
In the frame of this unusual case, the perpetrators and their accomplices having been all arrested and
their stocks seized, the Bank of France finds no reason to question the good faith of any holder and his
banknotes will be accepted and changed for authentic ones in all cases.” (“Dans le cas actuel, les auteurs et
complices de la falsification ayant été arrêtés et leurs stocks saisis, la banque de France n'a pas de raison de suspecter
la bonne foi d'aucun porteur et elle recevra ou échangera sans difficulté les coupures qui lui seront présentées.”)

Above:  The turret paper machine Bojarski designed and built to manufacture his own banknote paper.

Above right:  Inside Bojarski’s underground laboratory. This picture show the intaglio press Bojarski designed and built on his own in the
middle right.  An air fan is visible against the wall up in the background. A case contains stacks of artificially aged banknotes ready to be
put into circulation. 
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An historic affair
It was the first and last time in the history of money counterfeiting that a

central bank agreed to change counterfeited banknotes for authentic ones.  This
could not but justify the importance of this affair in the eyes of the press reporters.
On June 22, 1964, all daily newspapers, without any exception, put on their front-
pages what had come to be known as the “Bojarski Affair” for the time to come. All
radio stations and the national TV give large place to the story, too.  From the view-
point of the investigators of the O.R.F.M., this outstanding example of counterfeit-
ing was dangerous for the economy of the state because of its permanency. If
Bojarski had acted alone all along, then he would never have been caught, certainly.
The quality of his banknotes was much too good, good enough to fool the best bank
cashiers.  Only the experts of the Banque de France were able to tell the difference
between a Bojarski bill and an authentic banknote.  Bojarski acted alone from
January to September 1963.  During that time, he put his banknotes into circulation
with great care, one-by-one, in the frame of purchases of small value such as packs of
cigarettes, bakery products, pens and newspapers.  In order not to be geographically
tracked, he travelled enormously over the whole territory to change his banknotes
against authentic money.  He travelled during nights, always, and he abstained from
renting rooms in hotels. 

Bojarski and his accomplices were jailed at the Prison de la Santé, in the
14th arrondissement of Paris.  Press accounts talked about a possible sentence of 20
years of hard labor for Bojarski.  His wife and two kids were expelled from their
house, which was put under seal.   From his cell, Bojarski wrote to his wife:  “I
signed the armistice with the Banque de France, now; why wouldn’t I be given a lab-
oratory in order to lead further researches?”

From then on, and until his last day, the life of Czeslaw Bojarski was
doomed.  From the point of view of the French officialdom, it was unacceptable to
have been thus challenged and mocked for years by a jobless immigrant.  Some years
after he was incarcerated, a flood caused by a leaking pipe occurred in the apartment
of his mother.  The leak was so important that the firemen had to intervene, and
they proceeded to knock with a pickaxe through a wall that proved to be a cache.
Some gold bars for a value of several hundred of thousands of Francs fell on the
ground from the cache.  The link with Czeslaw Bojarski was quickly established, and
the origin of this gold was determined without further difficulties.  As the Banque de
France had reimbursed all holders of the counterfeited banknotes Bojarski printed, it
was the sole plaintiff and it claimed civil action.  The French central bank claimed an
important sum to Bojarski, and that is why his mother was forced to surrender those
gold bars.  

Contrary to certain allegations and rumors, Bojarski was neither hired by
the Banque de France, nor by anyone else eventually. The author of this article
managed to find Czeslaw Bojarski in late 2000.  He was still alive but struck by the
Alzheimer disease and unable to recognize anyone but his wife.  During the investi-
gation of the case preceding the trial of Bojarski and his accomplices, it was discov-
ered that Antoine Dowgierd had worked for the S.D.E.C.E., the French intelligence
service for ten years with a cover activity of translator at the United Nations
Organization.  As a spy, Dowgierd was passably considered by his superiors, but his
recruiters said that he had proved to be a disappointing recruit overall. No mention
of this detail was added on his trial file.  Police Superintendant Benhamou had to be
well rewarded for this success.  He was appointed Director of the External Relations
at the Banque de France, and he finished his career as Assistant Director of the
Economic and Financial Affairs at the Ministry of Economy.                                    v

Epilogue

The author of this article has
been unable to learn how long
Czeslaw Bojarski remained in
prison, or when he died.  He was
very unlikely to recover from the
Alzheimer disease that put him in
a near vegetative state when I
found him in 2000.  The pictures
of Antoine Dowgierd and Alexis
Chouvaloff were never released to
the press, and the length of the
sentences pronounced against
them remains unknown to date.

Examples of the Bojarski 100
NF counterfeit have appeared in
auctions and on eBay.  In 2009
the acknowleged best example
known Bojarski fake in collectors’
hands, brought 5,543 euros.  

SPMC salutes IBNS on its golden 50th anniversary
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